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Newest Version Of L2walker Bot - L2walker is an automated leveling.. Mopping Newest Version Of
L2walker Bot - L2walker is an automated leveling.EXCLUSIVE: The inked deal with Reed Morano and

The CW has reached a second round of talks that will have her pen the script for a pilot of a
previously untitled adaptation of the Heel by author Meg Wolitzer. Deadline first reported this.

Primetime-Panic Your Complete Guide to Pilots and Straight-to-Series orders See All The news comes
on top of the CW just last week unveiling a deal to bring The CW’s “best opportunity to date” to pilot

with Crazy Rich Asians breakout Constance Wu and producer Warner Bros TV coming on board,
which set up the potential for The CW to be the launchpad for co-productions out of this studio. The

CW has moved aggressively to secure distribution for its programs and an outlet for this type of
collaboration, having nabbed deals with DC Entertainment and Warner Bros. to create “The Flash”
and “DCTV,” and is expected to take a similar tack with its other forthcoming pilots. This project

comes as a natural to the CW as Wolitzer is the the pen behind the Pulitzer Prize-winning The Wife,
which starred Julianne Moore. Morano co-wrote the upcoming feature Atomic Blonde, starring

Charlize Theron and John Goodman. She is repped by CAA and Untitled Entertainment. The CW
Morano, who is currently at the helm of the drama After, will executive produce with Marc Silverstein
and Justin Falvey, both of whom come from Universal Cable Productions. It is their first project with
the CW. The CW Wolitzer’s Heel follows a young woman named Clementine (Alexandra Shipp) who,
upon discovering that the doctor who raised her father as his own son is dying, agrees to track him
down and “heel” him to the doctor’s house, staging a robbery and fleeing into the night. The Heel is
a classic suspense novel written by Wolitzer whose Off-Broadway production of “One Day” starred
Zoe Kazan and Gil Bellows in the West End after it ran Off-Broadway in 2015. Wolitzer is repped by

SBE in Hollywood, attorney Fraser Lieb of TMG in New 6d1f23a050
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